QUICK-LOCK2 SYSTEM

Mounting system for panniers

Upper mounting rail:

- Release handle
- Automatically closing QL 2 hooks
- Removable hook inserts 8 and 11 mm
- Torsion-resistant hook rail with variable angle
- Wide adjustment range
- Hook anchoring

Lower mounting rail:

- Elliptical hook rail
- Rotatable QL 2 anchoring hook (45° steps)

- Perfect fixture for all standard racks with a diameter of 8 to 16 mm
- Compatible mounting on low riders with welded stiffening plate
- Hooks close automatically
- Wide range of the QL 2 hooks on the rail
- Variable angle allows plenty of legroom (e.g. Office-Bag)
- Wide range (horizontally and vertically) of the lower hook which is rotatable in 45° steps on the elliptical rail
- Fast adjusting of the upper QL hooks without any tools
- Fast and stepless adjusting of the lower hook without any tools
- Quick change of hook inserts (8 and 11mm) without any tools
- Lower rail provides effective abrasion protection from the front quick release axles
- Strong torsion-resistant upper rail with three-point attachment to bag
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ORTLIEB Pannier Mounting System QL2
Automatically closing mounting system for panniers

This mounting system for bike panniers offers the perfect solution which became necessary because the bicycle is becoming more and more important as means of transport in daily life and on journeys.

Bicycles and racks have developed, and last but not least the demands of bikers have increased in a way that previous systems needed to be updated with more comfortable new systems.

The QL2 version offers the following advantages:

- Perfect fit to all standard racks with a diameter from 8 to 16 mm and to low rider racks with welded stiffener plate
- Automatically closing hooks
- Extremely large adjustment range of QL2 hooks on the hook rail
- Very large room for pedalling thanks to the pivotable rail (e.g. Office-Bag)
- Very large adjustment range (horizontally and vertically) of the lower hook on the elliptical rail which is rotatable in 45 degree steps
- Quick adjustment of all hooks without requiring any tools
- Quick exchange of hook inserts (8 and 11 mm) without requiring any tools
- Effective abrasion protection by means of lower rail in the area of the front axle (quick release clamp on front wheel)
- Strong rigid upper hook rail with 3-point attachment
- Anti-theft device for QL2 system available as accessory
- All mounting components are easily exchangeable in case of defect

The following series models of ORTLIEB bike panniers are provided with the QL2 system: Bike-Tourer, Bike-Packer Plus, Back-Roller Plus, Sport-Packer Plus, Front-Roller Plus, Bike-Shopper, Velo-Shopper, Downtown QL2, Office-Bag (M and L) and the Motorcycle Side Bag.

QL2 System
Material: PA
not separately available

Available at your specialty bike and outdoor dealer.
Dealer and distributor search via http://www.ortlieb.com or ORTLIEB phone +49 – (0)9872-8000 (Germany). Please contact the distributor in your respective country for more information.

All our product releases as well as studio and lifestyle photographs (high resolution, 300 dpi) are available for downloading from our service section for PR and Media at http://www.ortlieb-info.com
ORLIEB Quick-Lock2.1 (QL2.1)
New bike pannier mounting system

The new bike pannier mounting system QL2.1 is a further development of the proven QL2 system. Many important features are improved:

For higher stability, the upper hook rail is now one piece. ORLIEB’s new assembly system allows the use of extremely flat nuts on the inner side; the same applies to the lower hook rail.

The basic 16 mm hooks can now be reduced to 8, 10 and 12 mm; in addition, a 20 mm hook is available for larger tube diameters as now often used for E-bikes. Further modification: the hook reduction inserts are now attached from the sides and are secured by an optimized locking mechanism.

Additional improvement: the lower hook rail is now made of a two-component synthetic combination featuring softer surfaces. This reduces abrasions on the carrier. Just as in the proven QL2 system, all components are adjustable without requiring any tools, and are easily exchangeable. An anti-theft device is available as optional accessory and can be integrated into the rail.

All bike pannier models of the Black’n White Line, the High Visibility Line and all Back-Roller Classic Design models feature the new QL2.1 mounting system for bike panniers.

QL2.1 system
Material: PA

Available at your specialty bike and outdoor dealer.
Dealer and distributor search via http://www.ortlieb.com or ORLIEB phone +49 – (0)9872-8000 (Germany). Please contact the distributor in your respective country for more information.

All our product releases as well as studio and lifestyle photographs (high resolution, 300 dpi) are available for downloading from our service section for PR and Media at http://www.ortlieb-info.com